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Bee Gee News

SORORITIES PLEDGE
74 WOMEN

ALDING
PLAYS fONIGHT
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No. 23

Albert Spalding Will Give Concert Tonight At 8:15
Seventy Four 1
Girls Accept
Sorority Bids

Cheerleaders
Get Rewards
In New Plan

Five Sisters Get 22,
Sevens IS, Skols 14,
Three Kay 12

Will Get New Uniforms,
Sweaters; Tryouts
To Be Held

Seventy-four girls have
been pledged this semester to
the six sororities on this campus; according to the sorority
presidents today.
The Five Sister Sorority
has pledged 22, the Skols 14.
the 3 Kays 12. the Pnratra 6.

"A cheerleadinjr program,
entirely new, and fully complete will iro into operation
next week.' announced Mr.
Harry Ockerman. Director of
University Athletics today.
Mr. Ockerman, in a conference with Max Ihrig, student
council representative, Larry Kuhl,
■peach department representative!

His Violinlslnsured For $50,000 |

WorU.Famous

Appear In AuditoriumI
Concert Will Include Selections From Bach, Brahms, |
Ravel; Master Receives Honor Given
Only To Mozart
Albert SpaldiiiK, world famous violinist, will appear
here in a concert tonight in the University auditorium at
8:15 p. m. in the most outstanding entertainments the University has seen in many years. Students will be admitted
I by activity cards; admission for townspeople is 50 cents,
and high school students will be admitted for 25 cents.
H*^

|

*

■

Spalding, who made his profes-

. CanDy, Author Istaual debut in Paris and his

the Seven Sister 15, the Las Amigas 5.
Following are the pledged of
and Hugh Nott, representative at
eaeh sorority as they have bWM
large, set up a cheerleuders proturned in by the respective presigram with award system ami new
dents:
uniforms.
GERALD R. PRESCOTT
Seven—Ann Koch, Helen Moser,
New Uniforms
Instructor at the University of
FhMlis Bierndt, Marjorie Kipley. Minnesota, Gerald R. Prescott,
The cheerleaders are to be
Mary Ann Wells, Jackie Pearson, above, will be guest conductor at fitted with new uniforms starting
Eileen Pickett, Fay Kreilick. Vir- lite Ohio Band Festival to be held next semester.
They alsn will
ginia Bohn, U'TTtta Brown. Mickey here this week. His services were have an award system similar to
Bitterly, Meg Sidly. Peg Rich, secured by Prof E. £. Smith.
Prescott is a graduate of the i the managers in the athletic deThelma Von Almen, Mary Alice
University of Iowa where he ma- partment. The awards will be
Rheims.
given on a merit basis and will
jored in public school music.
Five Sister—Janet Adams, Grace
range as follows: first year award,
lYitsrhman, Jean Perry, Betty
jersey sweater; second year award.
Zanglcin, Mariane Bell. Hildreth
ALBERT SPALDING
a baby shaker sweater; third year
Slater, Dorothy Ellen Wright.
award, a baby shaker coat sweatei,
The rare Guarnerius tucked under chin above is insured for $50,000.
Hazel Rothrock. Mary Louise Sholand the fourth yeur award, a shak- Ihf chin belongs to Albert Spalding, world-known violinist who
ton. Bonnie Andrew, Phillis Dunn,
er monogram sweater.
These will play here at 8:15 tonight.
Judy Wild, Jean Anne Goodnight,
Spalding is one of the few artists who does not have his hands
-waters will lie just like the VBI
Virginia Zeigler, Mary Jane Wilsity sweaters except they will be in insured. He insures his violin but not his hands.
"There will always be violinists,' 'he says, "but there's only one
son. Martha Loudcnslagel, Mary Prescott Of Minnesota white.
violin like this one. Years after I've left this stage for the next,
Parker. Eulalah Moellman, RoseWill Be Guest
A sample set of the cheerlead- there, will, I hope, he some violinist to draw music from the soul
mary Sample. Mary Mick, Virginia
ers' sweaters exactly like the of this beautiful instrument."
Conductor
Krout. Virginia Patterson.
awards will IT on displuy in the
Skol—Marian Andrews, Mabel
The All-Ohio Intel-Collegiate show cases on the second floor of
Clapper, lone Geisel. Betty Marn- Band Festival under the direction the Mcns Physicnl Education buildier, Nancy Hemsoth, Mary Jusof Gerald R. Prescott of the Uni- ing in a few weeks.
wick, Mary Keller, Gene Mackey,
versity of Minnesota, will be held
Council Awards Trophy
Hope McAdams, Mildred Jean at the University this week-end.
The Student Council will award
Ogan. Beth Reeder, Constance
Universities and colleges from
Smith, Ruth Washburn, Eva Jean all of Ohio will be present here to a silver megaphone on which the
senior cheerleader's name will be
Whit*.
The Men's Glee Club of this trance and March of Peers" from
present a two day program.
engraved and each year following
3 Kay—Eloise Barwick, Mary
Friday evening the band will the senior cheerleader's name will university will present their an- "Ionlanthe" by Gilbert-Sullivan,
Ann Clark, Betty Goodenough,
and will appear on .that megaphone. The nual home concert next Tuesday "Song of the Vagabonds" by
emble for reni.arsal
Friml, while the Varsity Quartet,
Elizabeth Kemp, Betty Knecnt,lcontinue mas8 rehCarsal Saturday
trophy wilP be on display from evening at 8:00 p. m. in the audi- composed of Messrs. Jaynes, CraKathryn Knisely, Ann Rose Lew. morning.
year
to
year
in
the
display
case
torium. The program for the eve- mer, McConnell, and Crycr will
Kathryn Piper, Elizabeth RichSaturday afternoon several inards, Marjorie Riley, Marylyn Tra- dividual band concerts will be of the Physical Education build- ning released today by Director sing "Rigoletto Quartet" by Verdi,
ing.
Robert Bcrardi will then render
ber, Boris Welling.
Leon F. Fauley follows.
given by the University band.
Try-outs Soon
the "Blue Danube" by Strauss on
Phratra—Flora Belle Anderson,
Saturday evening Mr. Prescott
The club starts off the program
Prof. Upton Palmer, of the with a group of sacred songs in- the accordian.
Mary Crabill, Leota Cashen, Jan- will conduct the entire group in
Selections written by American
ice Leber, Mary DeWitt, Evelyn a mass band concert in the Audi- Speech department, has been cluding "O Bone Jesu" by PalesReese.
torium. The concert will begin selected as the director of the trina, "Laudamus" by Protheroe, composers will be next on the procheerleaders and will be in com- "Beautiful Savior," a 12th century gram. They will be "On the Road
Las Amigas—Ruth Allison, at 8:16.
Dorothy Pohlman, Regina TadA shortage of rooming accom- plete charge of them in the future. melody, and "The Creation" by to Mandalay" by Oley Speaks, "Old
lock. Arlene Copeland, Helen Mor- modations has forced the music Mr. Palmer will meet with all men Richter.
This will be followed King Cole" by Paul Tonner, "De
row.
department to solicit aid from the interested in cheerleading in Room by a trumpet duet presented by Camptowm Races," Stephen Fos108A
at
8
o'clock,
Thursday
evefraternities, sororities, and other
Norman Huffman and John Jo- ter; "Sophomeric Philosophy," Rayconvenient sources. Accommoda- ning, the 13th.
h'mssen. Their selection will be mond Dvorak; and "The Year's of
Those men interested in cheer- "On the Mountain Top" by Barn- the Spring" by Mrs. H. A. A.
tions may be placed in the hands
Beach.
Bruce Seigenthaler will
of Prof. E. E. Smith of the Music leading arc urged te attend this houss.
meeting so that plans can be
then present a comical marionette
department.
A
group
of
songs
from
opera
finished for spring training so that
extravanganza.
"Rantin' Rovin'
the cheerleaders will have every- will be next. The Glee Club will Robin," "Summer Evening," "Ansing
"Prayer
from
Hansel
and
The debate squad of Bowling Cancellations Cause
thing in shape to start off a "bung
nie Laurie," "La Cucaracha," "Po'
Cretel" by Humperdinck and "En- 01' Lazarus," and "Buy A Broom
Green State University will be host
Tour Postponement up" season next fall.
to the debate squads of several
will comprise the group of folk
There is to be a senior cheercolleges at a Northwestern Ohio
songs.
The Treble Clef's tour which leader, chosen each year from the
Debate Tournament here March was to start this week-end hai been previous year's junior material, on
The program will close with
14 according to an announcement postponed until May because of a merit basis, by Mr. Palmer and
group of college songs.
made last week by Prof. Upton some last minute cancellations of the President of the Student CounIt was also announced today
Palmer, speech instructor.
that the men will give concerts
cil.
engagements.
Michael D'Asaro received the at Grand Rapids High School at
The tournament will begin at
position of stage manager for 8:15 p. m. on the 13th and at Ma9:30, Friday morning and the
"Pride and Prejudice" when Prof. Comb, 2:30 p. m. North Baltiteams will debate the national Pi
Elden T. Smith announced the more, 4:00 p. m., and McClure.
Kappa Delta question, "Resolved.
technical crews last week. Assis- 8:00 p. m., on March 16. The enThat the Nations of the Western
tant stage managers are Dorothy gagement at McClure is a yearly
Hemisphere should form a PerFisher and Eulalah Moellman.
manent Union."
event and is attained through the
DeSales College from Toledo,
Jack Wilhelm Is the assistant de- help of Rev. Lyle Loomis, an alumBy JOHN BERCHMAN
Heidelberg, Findlay, and Ashland
signer and technical director, Wal- nus of the glee club.
are definitely expected to attend.
Going on record as strongly typical answers received: "Yes, do Egbert is the building carpenA touring group of women deagainst the subsidization of ath- only if other universities do so, ter. Costumes are in charge of
baters from the Alabama College
then there should be limitations Marie Greenwood. Marjorie SutfoTwomen" MoWvaUo, Alabama,! letes here on the campus, the uni- placed upon the amount of sub- ter is head of the property comwill also participate in the tourna- versity faculty in the second of a sidy." "No, it is definitely against mittee.
series on faculty opinion, voted all standards of ethical and acment.
Roger Wheeler has charge of
35 to 15 against the proposal and ademic conduct."
"Open and the lighting, David Aurelius is
at the same time almost contra- above board here and on any cam- stage carpenter. Audrey Morris
dicted the student stand taken on pus—let's stop kidding ourselves." is in charge of make-up.
Sixty-two new courses have been
entering the present world conAssistants to the crew heads added to various college departOn the second question, the facflict by the narrow margin of 28 ulty stand closely coincides with are: Marion Baron, Olin Fischer, ments, according to J. R. Overto 22.
the viewpoint taken by over 70 Elizabeth Hamlin, Max Hanke, man, Dean of the Liberal Arts ColThe subsidization of athletes percent of the faculty in different Ruth Kelermeyer, Lois Mayfield, lege and Editor of this year's
Waldo Egbert and Robert Morcatalogue. The major additions
gan won 4 oat of 5 debates at which closely parallels the system universities all over America. Pattricia Meil, Jane Myers, Eileen
in this year's catalogue were made
the Great Lakes Speech Tourna- used by the universities in the Several stated their reason as be- Pickett, Mary Plowright, Richard
ment at Baldwin-Wallace College Southeastern Conference (Alaba- ing that no true world order could Roberts, Bruce Seigenthaler, Paul in Business Administration, BusiLadd, Eugene Cheetwood, Allen ness Education, Physics, Civilian
in Berea, Ohio, but Friday and ma, Tennessee, Georgia Tech, etc.) be gained under the leadership of
Lewis, Joe Freeman, and Joan Pilot* Training Program, EconSaturday as Bowling. Green, Kent, found little favor and those who Germany, while the great majority
omics, Industrial Art, Journalism,
Norsworthy.
Heidelberg, Notre Dame, and did favor the idea did so with res- indicated that with a victorious
Mathematics and Speech.
Westminster all tied for third ervation. The faculty stated that Germany we would not only be in
Three additions were made to
it would lower the academic rat- danger of being strangled econplace in the tournament.
Laura
Heston
Attends
the Business Administration DeThe University of Pittsburgh re- ing of the University and would omically but in eminent danger of
partment,
among which were
Dedication Of School
reived a plaque for winning first find no favor among the members immediate invasion. Some of the
Money Markets and Law of Marplace while second place went to of the Ohio Conference while a replies received were as follows:
Miss Laura Heston, head of the keting, while the Business Educathe University of Akron. Egbert large majority of these who dis- "NO, and most decidedly not to
tion Department will offer 23 new
and Morgan defeated teams from sented saw it as a grave evil to the extent of sending men." "Why department of home economics,
Akron, John Carroll University, the future well-being of the school. not—we'l| be in it later anyhow was official representative of the counes.
Photography will be offered by
Those who favored the proposition and it's got to be done for our own Whitney family at the formal dediAshland College, and Michigan
did so with reservations, stating safety's sake."
cation of the Harriet Whitney high the Physics Department and CiviState Normal. They lost to a team
lian Pilot Training should prove
almost unanimously that no scholNext week this series will again school, Toledo, last Friday.
from Wealeyan..
Mrs. Harriet Whitney Collins, to be a favorite to all students inMarvin Pierce and Clarence Ho- astic favoritism should be shown be continued with the questions
man won 3 and lost 2 of their de- and that it should be done only "How does the college student of after whom the new girls' vo- terested in flying. Money Marif other universities in the Ohio today compare with the college cationa! high school is named, was kets and International Trade and
bates. They defeated the women's
team from Capitol University Conference inaugurated the prac- student of ten years ago" and the first woman school-teacher in Finance will make up the two new
"Do you approve of the Presi- Toledo and was Miss Hestons ma- courses offered in Economics while
which won the state tournament tice.
ternal great-grand-mother.
'the Teaching of Music and IntroThe following are some of the dent's Foreign Policy."
this year.

All-Ohio Bands
Will Play Here
This Week-End

Men's Glee Club Will Give
Concert Here Tuesday at 8p.m.

Debate Tourney to
Be Held March 14

D'Asaro Is Stage
Manager For P&P

Faculty Pro Intervention,
Anti Athletic Subsidization

Violinist To

American debut at Carnegie Hall,I
New York, as soloist with the Newl
York Symphony Orchestra. Walter!
Damrosch, Conductor, will play |
the following program tonight:
in G
J. S. Bach |
Five Sisters To Present Sonata
Adagio-Vivacc-Largo-Presto
Contest Program
Fantasy in A
March 26
Minor
G. P. Telemnn |
Moderato-Vivace-I'resto
Henry Seidel Canny, noted author, critic and lecturer, will ad- Sonata in D Minor, Op
108-Brahms
dress the University assembly at
Allegro moderato, Adngio, Un poco |
10 o'clock, March 19.
presto i' eon sentimento,
Mr. Canby will be recognised
as the author of several recent
Presto agitato
top notch books such as "The Age
Poems
Chausson
of Confidence," "College Sons anil
Intermission
College Fathers." "Our Mouse,"
"Kveryday Americans." and sev- I.a Fontaine
d'Arethuse
Szymanowski
eral others dealing with short
Albeniz
stories, composition and literature Sevillana
PiseS en forme de
criticism,
Habanera
Ravel
He is the editor of the "Saturday Review of Literature" in con- Dance of the Green
Devil
Cassado
nection with the "New York
Paganini
Times" and has cditeil several La Cumpanella
leading periodicals. He contriBorn In Chicago
butes to such magazines as "HarThe celebrated violinist was
pers Atlantic Monthly," "North orn in Chicago. At the age of
American Literary Review." ami seven he began his music career
the most prominent and recogniz- on a four dollar violin he received
ed magasinos of our times.
a Christmas present.
After
Mr. Canby will be one of the studying under Chiti, famous Flormost distinguished speakers that entine master, Buitrngo in New
wil appeal on the campus this York, and Lefort in Paris he atyear.
tended the Bologna Conservatory
University Band
of Music.
He graduated ut the
The University band presented age of II and received the highest
a colorful and select program in honors ever uccorded anyone since
last week's assembly. The pro- Mozart .
gram, attended by a capacity
While still u comparatively
crowd, was well received by the
stsdent body, and announced as young man, he hus made an enone of the big local talent hits of viable reputation for himself as a
composer. He has to his credit
the year.
Paul Bishop, an accomplished over sixty violin compositions, 25
violinist, played the only solo on piano numbers, 30 songs, four
the program and was received with chanber music quartets, four orgreat enthusiasm by the audience. chestral compositions and endless
transcriptions and arrangements.
March 26 Assembly
Active In Sports
March 26 the Five Sister SororSpalding, son of A. G. Spalding,
ity will collaborate on the second
in the series of assemblies given founder of the athletic supply
by the fraternities and sororities company, spends a good deal of
in the Student Council Award Con- time playing tennis, golf and
swimming in the summer.
test.
He has won several amateur
championships and is one
Dr. Overman, M. McEwen tennis
violinist who disapproves of the
Evaluate Ashland School theory of insuring one's hands. He
used to box a good deal. When
J. R. Overman, Dean of the Lib- his trainer told him to "Ease up.
eral Arts College, and M. C. Mc- Save your hands."—the violinist
Ewen, of the music department, would retort, "Come on. Try and
are both in Ashland, Ohio this hit me."
week helping to evaluate Ashland
No Favorite Composer
High School.
As a musician, he is broadmindThe evaluating staff is made up
of a number of high school teach- ed, claiming adherence to no one
ers and college professors who visit school. He has no favorite comthe various departments of the poser, for his sympathy is too enhigh school and then later submit compassing. As for the moderns,
a written report to the school of- who was it said, "The dead Roficials, enumerating both the good mantic of today becomes the ClaSubstitute
and bad characteristics of that sic of tomorrow?"
"the dead Modernist" and the anaparticular educational system.
logy is complete. Spalding, however, mentions Stravinsky, Bela
Bartok, Respighi, and Manuel de
Falla among those whose music
interests him.
"I'm especially
partial to the Spanish composer
and to the Spanish dance," he says.
"Theirs is an art expression."
"As for Ravel, he is to Debussy
duction to Education are two of
the three new additions to the as near beer is to the real article."

Speaks March 19
In Assembly Here

Current Catalog Outlines 62
New Courses For 1941-42

B.G. Debaters Tie
For Third At B.-W.

Education Department.
The department of Geology
Eight Student Flyers
adds Introductory Mineralogy and
Learn At Dual Controls
Petrology to its curriculum as Political Parties and Political
Thought make up the new Politi- ^ Eight student flyers have once
cal Science courses.
Tlie girls again entered the primary stages
will probably be interested in Nur- of the Civilian Pilots Training Prosery School Practice which will gram and have been taking their
be offered by the Home Economics dual flying instruction for the past
Department, however, the boys two weeks, according to a statewill no doubt find Descriptive ment released by Major J. K. RanGeometry, an Industrial Arts ey, C. A. A. coordinator.
course, just as interesting.
Student flyers are not allowed
Thirteen new courses in Jour- to solo until they have had eight
nalism should delight any journa- hours of dual flight instruction,
listically inclined students while however, during this period the
Beginning Algebra and Plain student learns to take off, land,
Geometry will be offered as the bank, make turns and emergency
new Mathematics courses. Lastly, | landings.
and of interest to all students of | Those students enrolled in the
speech will be the six new Speech second semester course are as folcourses. Of these, Radio Produc-1 lows: Hal Stump, Kelvern Misation, Speech Composition, and more. William Ahl, Robert Stone.
Principles of Radio Broadcasting Paul Jones, Robert Hunter, Robert
should prove the most popular.
Stapleton, and Norman Gefehe.
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Fragments Of Thought
By ALBERT L. BOUCHER

By
MAX
HANKE

420 MADISON AVI.
Nt w YMH. N. V.
tW*H • NCM • LM Main, • S«R FU«IH,

One of the well liked professors
at the University of Richmond
felt lazy one day and wrote on the
board, "The professor will not
meet his classes today." One cute
little coed got cuter and erased
the "c" from the word "classes,"
STAFF
Staff Meet* Every Wednesday at 7:00 P.M. leaving "lasses." When the proOffice in Elementary Building—Phone 2541 fessor returned to the classroom
next day, he saw what had happenEditor
~ Anthony A. Frances ed, went to the board, and, calm807 East Wooster—Phone 12181
ly erasing the "I", took another
day off.
Business Manager
. . Darl Gatchcll
Phone 12181
A BIT OK KEATS
Associate Editor..
Jesse Mittlcman
Marriugc to you was the very last
Sports Editor
Richard Dunipace
thing,
Assistants—Hugh Nott, Don Cunningham. Then suddenly, "Hi, Babe; come
Wayne Rudy, Jack Bcrchmnn and I'aulon—here's a ring!"
ine Acschliman
You're kidding me none, man, it's
Society Editor
_ _.Martha Walrath
easy to see
Assistants—Rowenna Joice, Ann Murry
Conscription's the reason you're
Special Writers — Albert Boucher, Jesse
marrying me I
Mittleman, Robert Habenstein
Artist
Jack Wilhclm Say, I can remember the day in
your life
News Reporters — Marjorle Fitkin, Robert
Berardi, Max Ihrig, Dave Kroft, Ann Koch, When you'd took poison before
any wife,
Eugene Miller, Lois Mayfleld, Carl LaRue,
Carol Christman, Marriannc Bell, Vida I'd hint and Til hint, and I'd
1
Harm. ', Jack Berchman, Knute Rochte,
worry and worry
Alia Miller, Marty Wood
So love ain't the reason you're in
Advertising Manager
Max Hnnke
such a hurry.
I used to say: "Darling, don't this
Phone 8121
sound swell—
Assistants—Bob Mason, Marjoric Hilt,
Betty (ioodenough, Marilyn Travels, Bill A cute little cottage all cozy and
Bokerman, Perry Shilts
Yomf'
Circulation Manager
Bob Redman A bright little fire and a wife
Assistants—Dave Kroft. Max Ihrig, Bob
that's got 'umph'?"
Berardi, Richard Price, Boh Dessecker, And all you could say was: "I
Knute Kochtc
first want my fling;
There's plenty of time for a babe
The opinion! expressed in the various signand a ring."
ed oolumm of lliii paper are those of tha
Philosophy Club picture
for
writers and are not necessarily shared by the Nope, I can't believe that it's KKY is to be taken Wednesday
marriage you crave,
Bee Gee News or any other group or inIt's just your avoiding a damned at -1:00 on the Administration
dividual.
Building steps.
early grave;
Conscription's the reason and this
Albert Spalding, celebrated viois no guess.
linist, will give a concert this eveBut hell, what's the difference?
ning
at BtlS in the auditorium.
The answer is "Yes".

All American 1940

Announcements
Of The Week

War Inevitable?...

More and more, the talk of war with
Cornell Daily Sun
Germany us being, "inevitable" is gaining favor. A recent editorial in the Saturday Evening Post showed a definitely Associated ColIr(ifttr Press Irlli
defeatist and ap|>easement attitude. Ac- the story of the campus Romeo
cording to PM, New York Daily, people who went to a fraternity convenwriting in to protest the editorial re- tion and after three days wired
ceived a typed note asking them to "re- the local girl: "Having swell time.
member the Post's words when the Wish you were her."
United States is sunk."
there was the man who
Those who assume an inevitable at- Then
quite a problem, He couldn't
titude are too fatalistic. Generally, they had
I),-UTI- out what made the nun rise.
are the same people who do not believe Karly
in the morning: he awakened
in aid for Britain, the same people who to watch it come up in the east,
believe that the United States should and at night he watched it sink
practice a policy of strict isolation, that down in the went behind the leafy
we should, in turtle fashion, draw into expanse of the forest And alour continental shell and sever relations ways the next morning it wouldn't
with Europe. They believe that by aid- come up from where it had dising Britain, we are stepping closer to appeared the night before; it was
war. We believe the reverse to be true. always on the other side. Very
mysterious you know. One mornGreat Britain is dependent to a large ing he got up real early, about
extent on American aid in this war. She four o'clock, and went out on the
needs material aid far more than man- front porch to see how it was
power. If we do not give her this aid, done. And in a couple of hours,
she may still win the present struggle, do you know what? It dawned
but her chances of defeat would be on him.
Akron Buchtelite
greatly increased. But what difference
does it make to us if Hitler does win?
Just this: Although the chances of di- OCNA Give* Analysis
rect invasion of the United States by a
European power are quite remote if Of News Editorial Page
not impossible, there is danger of econIn u critical analysis of ediomic suffocation. Great Britain im- torial
pages of college newspapers
porta more food, of which we already of Ohio
College Newspaper Ashave a surplus, from the United States sociation, Tom Rates, senior in
than any other single nation. If the journalism at Kent State Univerfarmers cannot sell their products now, sity and a member of OCNA, made
what will they do with a large part of the following comment about the
their foreign market gone? Even the editorial page of the Bee Gee
development of our South American News:
market would not compensate for the "The double column width given
to the columnists tends to steal
loss of a European market.
attention from the editorial column.
War is NOT inevitable. If we keep With the 12 em column adjacent
thinking in these terms, and do all we to the editorial the weight seems
can to give "all aid short of war," we to hang onffb "right side of the
will not be in nearly the danger that page. Piclrvp heads take up
exists when we think of our entry into space which Jauld' tie exchanged
the conflict as just a matter of time. for timely heads. Big play on
This is not a time when we should "re- columns also pushes the one-column features further from the
sign ourselves to our fate."—JM

reader.
Tony's editorials, which evidently follow a well-chosen policy,
are often verbose. But Tony can
praise Allah that he has three
columnists of the caliber of -BouAt last some definite action has been cher, Habenstein, and Mittleman
taken in regards to cheerleaders and —they click. The rest of the
cheering sections for athletic events. It features are about as unimportant
is something the university has sadly as the lopsided make-up would
needed for some time.
show them to be. Editorials aren't
thought-provoking for they
Recently, cheering at games has been i really
too much with existing conat a minimum simply because the cheer-1 treat
and overlook principle. Of
leaders were not organized. The cheer- ditions
course, treating facts of condileaders were not at fault however, since tion leaves no room for arguthey were entirely on their own without ment."
any backing what ever.
Bates made a critical study of
Under the new plan. Prof. Upton Pal- 18 papers of the Ohio College
Newspaper Association. The study
mer will be in charge of selecting cheer- was made at the suggestion of
leaders. The selected men will be given Tony Frances, editor of the "Bee
rewards for their services, giving them Gee News" and president of the
real incentives to put some real work Ohio College Newspaper Associa<m yells. The leaders will also be put tion. Bill Schraegle. editor of the
on a merit basis, with the senior mem- Kent State yearbook and chairber as head leader and the underclass- man of the 1941 OCNA convenmen serving a sort of apprenticeship. tion, secured Rates to.do the job.
The annual eoiwc»J|>n of the
The Student Council deserves a pat OCNA
will be held at Kent State
on the back for inaugurating the idea University April 83, 24, and 25..
and making the necessary plans and according to Frances. The "Bee
securing funds for the enterprise.
Gee News" is planning t« send at
Next fall ought to see some enthusiat- least five delegate

For Better Cheering...

tic fans in the stadium yelling for the
Brown and Orange and led by a bevy
of snappy cheerleaders who are wide
awake.—AF

A course in Latin-American history has been added to the curriculum at Lafayette.
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Howdy Gorman's Columbus
swing crew will play for the Commoners' Fraternity spring formal
Saturday evening in Recreation
Hall.
The next meeting of Newman
Club to be held on March 20 will
be a question bee on the Sacraments. At the last meeting Alvin
Vaith spoke on "The Ideal Family"
and Father Horrigan spoke on
"The Laws of Marriage."
There will be a meeting of the
Advertising staff of the Bee Gee
New. at 6:30 p. m. tonight. Mr.
Currier will speak.
Everyone
please attend or get in touch with
Max Hnnke before tonight.
Record concert for Thurs., Mar. 13
Time: 7 p. m.
Place: Room 200 of the Practical
Arts building
Program:
Overture to Oberon
Weber
Symphony No. 7 in A
Major
Beethovan
Variations on a Nursery
Tune
Dohnanyi
Ruralia Hungarica Dohnanyi

Letter To
The Editor
Editor, Bee Gee News:
Harold Laski, in "Liberty in the
Moredn State." tells us that the
fundamental Bill of Rights is useful and effective only as long as
the people wish its provisions. Hysteria and specious thinking of the
citizens will invalidate it quicker
than any dictator who might come
here or grow here. In consideration of some of the languarge
which is being used today one can
say that we are neglectful of our
personal liberty because we wish
to deny it in others.
In our anxiety to "secure" our
external protection, we are willing
to surrender our internal privileges. We are willing to aid the
rush of imperialism on the part of
another nation, but we are unwilling to expand our democratic privileges within our own country.
We are willing to feed Europe's
victims of malnutrition, but we are
unwilling to assuage the undernourished in our own country. We
are such a paradoxical nation! We
would go out and save the world
for democracy, but we would not
try to preserve our institutions
through practical application of
social laws—and economic rehabilitation. "Our fate is in England!"
some shout.
What is wrong in
saying that our fate is in the
United States?
Eight million unemployed, undernourished and underclothed
school-children and adults, long
rows of city and suburban slum
areas, graft and corruption in
many offices, thousands of illiterates, racial disparity, tenant
farming, and innumerable ills are
some blots upon our form of government, as it is administered.
The only methods of remedy are
those which consider the fact that
human beings should be alive and
not mere ciphers in some computation. Our constitution aims for
that goal, but we are willing to
eradicate those principles by ven-

BUCklHOV
A*50O ^OWLARSHIP
OFFERED BY HAMILTON
COLLEGE IS OPEN TO
AU MFN IN AMERICA BY IHf
NAMf OF LEAVENWORTH/

At The
Local Cinema
AT THE CLA-ZEL . . .
Technicolored film, "Virginia"
starring Fred MacMurray and
Madclcin Carroll plays here today,
tomorrow and
Friday.
Story
brings out conflict between ideals
o fnorth and south in romantic
setting. Recommended.
Double feature Saturday includes
"In Old Colorado" and "Blondie
Goes I.at HI."
Hopalong hits the
leather to oust the nesters and
Blondie goes on a South American
cruise.
Dashing Errol Flynn sheds the
romantic roles of the characters
of history to play a role in a new
modern comedy "Footsteps in the
Dark." Flynn leads a double life
and writes murder stories under
a pseudoniym. He branches out
into detective work and gets in to
complications. With Uremia Marshall. Sunday and Monday.
Courtroom drama with Laraine
Day on the stand is "The Trial of
Mary Dugan" with Robert Young
in the supporting role. Pic plays
next Tuesday.
A sensation for Bowling Green
is the screen version of "Tobacco
Road" which begins next week.
AT THE LYRIC . . .
James Cagney is the tough bird
out to out-do New York City with
Ann Sheridan, his boyhood sweetheart in the dramatic pic, "City
for Conquest" today and tomorrow.
With a medley of bullets and ballads Johnny Mack Brown rides to
the tune of an old song in "Bury
Me Not On The Lone Prairie"
showing Friday and Saturday.
Also King of the Royal Mounted.
Sunday and Monday
brings
John Wayne and Frances Dee In
A Man Betrayed."
Best comedy and mystery thriller last year is "Ghost Breakers."
starring Bob Hope and Paulette
Goddard. You'll laugh from begining to end unless you choke in
the middle. Good comedy. Shows
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday.

The Pan-American conference about to be
held at Oberlin College, invites a fear comments
concerning the problem of hemispheric unity.
Duncan Aikman in his excellent book The
AU American Front suggests three possible
approaches to the Latin American dilemma;
the United States may use farce to gain its
ends, it may resort to bribery, or it may stand
by with stoic indifference. This strikes me as
being an intelligent appraisal. I would offer
a few fragments of
thought on the subject,
mindful of the social, political, and economic factors involved.
Although we like to
speak of the countries to
the south of us as
"neighbors," actually we
have little in common
with them. There is a
difference of language,
culture, historical background, and geography.
From the day of Spanish exploitation at
Porto Bello and Cartegena, thru the period of
"dollar diplomacy" on the part of the United
States, the 21 Latin American republics have
been but a tramping ground for mercenary
adventurers. The continent was not a land
to be settled, but a country to be ravaged.
To return to the dilemma.
For the United States to use force against
Latin America is of course to repudiate the
"good neighbor" policy of the Roosevelt administration. This is possible, but not probable.
It is possible in the sense that if the totalitarian groups win in Europe and Asia, there
might well grow up in this country a demand
that the United States establish Itself as a
protectorate over Latin Ameria to prevent
foreign infllterations. It is not probable, on
the other hand, because it appears likely that
either the Hitler and Mussolini or the American form of government will fail to survive
the present orgy. Apparently, the world is
not big enough for both. If the totalitarian
regimes disappear, then the use of force in

Latin America by the United States will be
unnecessary. It nmrnkmu I—»>■ disappears, then of course H will be unable to use
force.
At the present time the United Slates is
resorting-to bribery to keep the Latin Americans in line. And like any other policy, it
has its advantages and Its disadvantages. The
present war has cost our neighbors to the
south some 500 million dollars in trade. But
an extension of the conflict might well raise
the figure to over one billion dollars. Now
if the United States is going to keep the Latin Americans in line, then she must be willing to offset this loss. But recognizing that
much of the trade of South America is competitive to our own and complimentary to that
of Europe, it becomes clear that the reverse
of the medal of bribery is extortion. Brazil
and Argentina with their cotton, wheat, and
beef will not sacrifice the advantage of European trade, except at a price. And that price
will be measured by the competitive situation.
Historically, it is a bit childish to speak of
the financial commitments to South America
as "loans." In 1939, 66 per cent of United
States portfolio investments in Latin America
were in either complete or partial default. Except as a temporary expedient, the bribery
syatem must fail. It corrupts both the giver
and the receiver.
For the United States to stand by with stoic
indifference concerning Latin America is to
deny that we have a vested interest in the
Western Hemisphere. This we can not do.
Especially for the countries south of Rio
Grande, but north of the equator, the United
States has a genuine need and concern. Because of their proximity to this country, we
cannot be indifferent to their well being. And
be it remembered that more than two-thirds of
our Latin American trade is done with this
northern group, for the most part in non-competitive products. We must insure a continuance of this source of supplies. But for the
countries south of the equator, they find their
neighbors in Europe. Here we might have a
case for indifference.

On The Social Side
LABOR AND CAPITAL FRIENDLY?
Labor and capital do not get along. They fight.
A step gained by one is just that much ground
lost by the other. Which is right? It depends
upon how you make your living.
Proofs along this line
i is suggested by the fact
that employers organize
into various associations
to protect themselves
from the inroads of labor legislation.
Right
now there are several
bills before the Ohio General Assembly. One of
them seeks a revision of
the Ohio unemployment
Compensation Law in order to give the unemployed a better break. Another would set up
a Labor Relations Committee to arbitrate labor disputes. It would define unfair labor
practices and serve as a "Little Wagner Act."
If you are an employer, a business man,
you will fight these and other labor bills. You
will hire lobbyists to turn on the pressure. If
you are successful, the bills will be defeated.
On the other hand, if you draw wages instead of a salary, or if you have a boss who
gives you orders, you will be on the other side
of the fence. You will use any method you
can to have the hill passed, the same as your
employer will use to secure its defeat.
Aren't capital and labor fine friends—just
members of one big happy family!
"OUT OF THE NIGHT" RELIABLE?
Are you suspicious of the new best seller.
Out of the Night, by Jan Valtin? If so, you.
might be interested in knowing that the
author, Richard Krebs, is a German born refu-

By ROBERT HABENSTEIN

gee. From latest inquiries in to history, it
seems that he was born in Hamburg, grew up
as a waterfront terrorist, sailed on several
ships, became a small time revolutionary, was
arrested by the Gestapo, and finally escaped
to America.
However, his alleged close connections with
the inner circle of the Comitern and high
Gestapo figures are highly exaggerated. Admittedly he had the help of others in preparing
the story—how much, he will not admit. Also significant is the fact that Valtin (Krebs)
wrote his book with the approval of the F.B.I.
Reason easy to guess is that the book marks
another step in the conditioning of peoples'
minds so that F.B.I, may soon be able to use
Gestapo methods without fear of public protest.
END OF DRIBBLE
Once there was a circus performer who
dove off a very high board into a very little
bit of water. Each day he used a teaspoon
less water. Finally, he got to the point where
he could dive into a wet sponge. Then one
sad day, somebody wrung out the sponge.
Then once there was a smart alec columnist
who perched himself high in the field of journalism on the strength of very little material.
Each week he wrote a column and said less.
Stolen jokes became fewer and fewer. Finally he got to the point where
all he could think of was
afcato ridicule a fellow colum^ nist (how small). One sad
day a week later the expiring columnist met with a
horible fate.
Somebody
MITTLEMAN wrung out the sponge.

The Spigot

Raymond Ruppert, journalism
freshman at Washington State, is
making profitable use of several
letters written In the 1870'a by the
Hudson's Bay company to the DRIPPINGS . . .
Canadian police.
Formal season always brings talk of corsages and what a waste of jack they are . . .
We're inclined to agree with those who beMeasle Cases Decline,
Health Office Treats 282 lieve that putting 75 cents to several dollars
into a bunch of buds and stuff for one eveWhile the number of measle ning's wear is a little whacky . . . Often the
cases dropped from six of the pre- purchase of this costly accessory means the
vious week to four for the week cutting down of the amount spent for enterof March 3-7, the total number of tainment after the dance or the farsakement
cases reporting to the health office of some other luxury or necessity which would
increased from 241 to 282 for an be more fun or more useful than a corsage
average of 66.40 per day.
. . . About the only reason that we can see for
Again respiratory trouble waa
the things is the idea of
the leading factor in visits to the
"Keeping up with the
office with 105 cases being reportJoneses" . . . After all,
ed, an increase of 36 over the preyou can't blame a girl
vious week.
Managers John
for wanting flowers if
Whitcomb and Bob Wisecup reall of the others have
veal that Dimitri Kunch was the
them . . . Here is a probonly student detained in the men's
lem—we're stumped coninfirmary the past week, this being due to a dislocated elbow.
cerning a solution . . .
It would not be practical
Nurse Maybelle Cranston reto say that corsages
ports that of the nine cases in the
Shatsel Hall infirmary the week of
would not be permitted
March 2-9, there were three girls
at dances . . . About the
confined with the measles. Those
only thing that could be
in the infirmary were: Annabelle done would be for all the men to agree not to
Mo.in'. Mary Keller, Barbara buy corsages, or for all the girls to agree not
Neely, Mary Enos, Cleo Short, to ask for them . . . whether either of these
Martha Wood,. Lorena Riehm,
ideas would work or not, we don't know, but
Ileta Kriegcr, and Esther Porter.
if the anti-corsage sentiment is as strong as
turing upon some European fili- it sounds, one of them ought to be Worth a
buster. If we cannot protect our try . . . initiative in this movement could be
privileges, we do not deserve them. taken by the dorm's or the fraternity and sorority houses.
Florence Shreve

JESSE

MITTLEMAN

DROOLINGS . . .
Have you heard of Mark Twain's brother,
Choo-Choo? . . . Gripes department: Profs
who lock the door if the students are late to
class, thereby forcing them to take a cut. The
trick backfired on one such prof when he
arrived late for class the other day and found
that the students had locked him out The unfortunate part about it is that he doesn't have
to pay J's to get back into class . . . Wacky
wit department: Heard about the guy who invented a new silent alarm clock? . . . it's wonderful . . . suppose, for example, that you don't
want to get up at 7 a. m. . . just set the thing
for 7 a. m., and it rings so silently that it
doesn't awaken you . . . simple, what? . . .
it's just the thing if you dont want to get up
for an 8 o'clock, or on week-ends when you
don't want to get up at all.

DRIBLETS . . .
Poetry corner: It's gotta be dark to sit and
park . . . Recommended recordings: "Down
The Road A Piece" by the Will Bradley trio.
It's boogie woogie via bass, piano, and drums,
and it really rocks nice . . . The Metronome
all star record is worth hearing too— "One
O'clock Jump" on one side and "Bugle Call
Rag" on the other, with such guys as B. Goodman, Ziggy Elman, Harry James, Buddy Rich,
Tommy Dorsey, etc. playing it . . . Things we
like: The longer days and warmer weather
... the larger attendance at the Tues.-Thurs.
4-6:15 dance sessions in the Rec hall . . .
square dancing . . . Shame on those who use
the Rec hall for recreation (?) between
classes. Better be careful. We bear the administration doesn't like it.
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LACK Q

B, PAULINE
By • wide marginal lead over
Uie "Blues.'' the "Whites," headed
by Gretchen Hovia, took the basketball championship 36-24, March
6. Gretchen Hovis and Rita Snyder led the scoring with 11 points
each, while Bette Baker followed
closely with 5 swishers. On the
"White" team were a I I - stars
Gretchen Hovis,
Rita Snyder,
Mary Bair, Doris
Kear, Peg Benroth. Helen Stur| ireon, Bonnie
I Boulis, Lois Fishand Thelma
| Von Almcn. Carrying the "Blue"
banner were the
lest of the allPAILINE ' stars Bette BakAESCHL1MAN •». Frances Williamson, Marie Baker, Vicki Finnegan, Marcella Massie. Marjorie
Ripley, Harriet Mac Lean. Uttlic
Garvin, Betty Hendrickson and
Fay Kreilick.
Florence Coover
and Shirley Francis threw the tossups and called the fouls.
On March 3!* in both gyms of
the Women's Building the W.A.A.
will sponsor a fun carnival for the
purpose of raising money to send
delegates to represent Bowling
Green State University nt the annual State W.A.A. Conference at
Muskingum College.
Booths for
games of skill, clown act*, a mystery booth, a fun house, a freak
show ,and a special tumbling act
will take over the north gym while
there will be social dancing in the
south gym. Added features are
a door prize and a free act. A
nominal admission fee will bo
charged. Rita Snyder is general
manager and Virginia Patterson
is publicity chairman.
To prove that our university ia
coming up to rank with the best
of them is the fact that this year
for the first time we are entering
competition in the annual College
Sports Day, sponsored by the University of Cincinnati. Ten girla
are going and include: Betty Hendrickson, Gwendolyn Scott, Bonnie Boulis .Rita Snyder, Carolyn
Pertner, Phyllis Fauble, Arlene
Fisher, Leslie Garvin, Mary Alice
Wolf, and Rae Ankney. They
will compose a table tennis team
to play Miami University, a badminton and a volley ball team to
complete against the University
of Cincinnati and a basketball
team to play the University of
Dayton.
CREPE SOLES
REPAIRED

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
146 W. Wooster

Aviation student* get
your wings now at
Crosby's

N. S. Crosby
JEWELER

*
*
*
*
*

Pearce Pots Plenty Of
Phil Ricketts, sharp shooting junior forward, was anPoint* To Plow Under
nounced as the successor to Dewey Johnson, his running
Frat Team
mate, as captain of the 1941-42 Falcon basketball team, Friday evening at the annual Tip Off dance.
For the first time in 10
Ricketts, who hails from West Liberty, was one of the
years, an independent team
won the intramural basketball mainstays of the Brown and Orange cage team during the
^season just closed. His fine floor
crown when the Three Brothplay and clever ball handling
ers toppled a favored Delhi
marked him as an outstanding and
quintet 30-22. Pearce led the
spectacular ball player. He also
victors with 6 field goals and
scored his share of the points,
3 fouls for a total of 15 points.
Fast Semi-Finals
The Delhis battled their way into the finals with a thrilling 30-29
win over the Ideal Cleaners,
American League winners.
The
frat champs were behind most of
the way but rallied in the final
minutes of play to come out on
top. Dillman of the Cleaners led
the scorers, while it was Street
and Jones for the fratmen.
The Three Brothers gained the
finals by crushing the Red Robbins,
Knhl Hall champs. 38-17. Employii.g a powerhouse attack the National League winners were never
in danger.
This playoff brirg« to an end
the intramural basketball program
for the year.

8 Frosh Natators
Receive Numerals
Eight freshmen splashers will
be
awarded
"1944"
numeral
sweaters,
according
to
swim
coach Budd Cox. "The yearling
natators compose one of the best
frosh outfits in the short history
of sport at the University," stated
Coach Cox, "and if they all return next year the Falcon varsity
should be greatly improved." Don
Brill is the only swimmer on the
frosh squad that will be subject
to call for army training during
the coming year.
The squad is made up of Captain Paul Stark, back stroker from
Adrian, Mich.; dashmen Jim Gorbey, Chester, Pa.; Dan Glenn,
Bowling Green; Nick Sandoff, Toledo and Walter Sautters, Canton;
and Kerm Echols, backstroker
from Sandusky; Bill Hardraan,
breast-stroker, Akron; and diver
Don Brill, Canton.

L. V. Ebenhack Enters
Cleveland Tourney
L. V. Ebenhack, varsity 176pounder, has entered the Greater
Cleveland Amateur Wrestling Tournament Ebenhack, a fast, powerful light heavyweight recently won
a match against the tough Findlay
Oilers, pinning the lad who finished fourth in last year's state intercollegiate tourney. Only varThis coupon presented with
60c will clean and press a
Suit, Topcoat,
Dress or
Ladies' Coat.
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Seven Champs Are
Crowned At Close placing second in team
counters,
Of Mat Carnival with 140Johnson
la Junior
Thrilling Matches Mark
Finale Of Varsity
Club Show

The curtain rang down on Bowling Green's first all-campus wrestling tournament Thursday night,
with seven men being named
champions in their respective
weight divisions.
Morrie Brillhart pinned Bernard "Whitey" Ryan in 1:02 of
the third period to cop the 128pound crown. Fast little Bob Elder climaxed a blitzkrieg attack
by pinning Ken Buttertield in .58
of the initial stanza to win the
LIB-pound title.
Newton "Red"
Bates pounded out a fall over
Johnny Curtis in 2:54 of the
second.
In the 155-pound division, Jim
Showkeir took an 11-7 decision to
beat Geno Balconi after one of
the evening's best scraps.
Ivan
Miklich, after winning over Don
Chance in the first bout of the
evening, lost a close fi-ft decision
to Danny Marazon in the 165pound group. L. V. Ebenhack was
declared 175-pound champ after
toppling Paul Woodburn in .55 of
the third period.
The heavyweight classic featured big Tony Amos and Dave Martin, the latter putting up one of
the gamest fights of the matches
before losing to Amos by a fall in
.66 of the final round.
These boys have the honor of
being Bowling Green's first University wrestling champs, and will
receive their awards at the Varsity Club's Athletic Banquet this
spring.
sity matmen from recognized colleges and universities throughout
the state are permitted to entel
this restricted wrestling show.

Wednesday
Candidates for the 1941
vanity tennis meet with Professor Morris Hendrickson in
room 300 of the Men's P. E.
building. 4 p. at.

Hendrickson, Marsh To
Pilot Tennis, Golf,
This Season
Dates have been set for organization meetings of prospective varsity golfers and
tennis squadsmen and plans
have been made for setting up

tenatative schedules for these
spring sports, according to an
announcement coming from

scoring the Men's Physical Education office
last week.
Professor Morris Hendrickson
Johnson, who is also a junior, will be in charge of the Ideating
having had the distinction of be- for varsity net candidates which
ing captain in his second year, will will be held today at 4 p. m. in
not be back next year as he will room 800 of the P. E. building,
becnlled to serve a year in the ar- while Coach Fred E. Marsh will
my in July. In his two years of meet with the prospective linksvarsity competition he piled up men Thursday afternoon at 4 p. m.
415 tallies and gained honorable in the same room.
mention on several all-star selecMarsh Coif Coach
tions .
According to Coach Marsh, who
Awards for the season just will be in charge of Bowling
closed have been announced by Green's revived endeavors in the
Coach Paul E. Landis. The seven varsity golf field, a collegiate
men who will be honored are cap- schedule will be arranged if the
tain Dewey Johnson, Edgerton; interest shown by the candidates
captnin-clecl. Phil Ricketts. West for the squad warrants it. Plans
Liberty; Mike Marko, Cleveland; have been completed to use the
Gene Harkness, Pandora; Don Ma- practice targets in the Women's
son and Don Patterson, Bowling building each afternoon until the
Green; Mike Kish and Larry Con- inclement weather permits the
rad, Maumee and Wally Uphnff. use of the Hoofing Green Country
student manager.
Club course.
Marko ends Eligibility
Prof. Hendrickson will have
Mike Marko is the only senior several veteran racquet wielders
on the squad but it is not known from which to form a team. The
how many of the returning squad- quintet of letter winning hold
men will be called for selective overs from last year's squad, that
service.
was coached by Budd Cox, are Don
Mason, Owen Hughes, Jim Hollinger, Chuck Snyder. and Harold
Hagenmeyer.
Last year's squml
broke ev*en in a season that was
cut short by bad weather and the
lack of sufficient funds.
Sweeping six out of nine events
Mason U Back
and again smashing four Ohio ConDon Mason was number one
ference records the powerful Ken- man on the team last year and
yon College Lords retained their showed some great form during the
conference crown for the fourth season. However, he will have a
successive year Saturday evening tough time retaining this post this
in Crane Pool at Oberlin College. spring as he will be severely chalBowling Green's swimmers lenged by returning veterans and
finished in a tie for fifth place several members of last year's
with Wittenberg as Captain Jack freshman squad.
Doane, Bob Ostheimer and the
A schedule is being arranged
400 yard relay team all garnered by Athletic Director Harry Ockerfourth places in their respective man.
events.
The Kenyon mermen were pacFordham university has added
ed by Sammy Cooke who smashed
lecture courses on recent advances
two records individually and along
with the medley relay team smash- in pharmacology and practice and
theory of first aid.
ed a third.

Lords Win Again;
Falcons Tie For 5th

Thursday
Prospective golfers report
to Coach Fred E. Marsh in
room 300 of the Men's P. E.
building for an organisation
meeting. 4 p. m.
Tuesday
Falcon transfers meet the
Findlay College Oilers in a
dual meet in the University
gym at 4 p .m.

Toledo Y.M.C.A.
Tramples Falcon
Grapplers, 19-3
Butterfield Wins Brood's
Only Points Against
The Clubmen
The Falcon grapplers lost their
second match of the season to the
Toledo Y. M. C. A. Monday night
in University gym by the top-heavy score of 19-3.
Kenny Butterfield. lilfi-pmindor,
picked up Howling Green's lone II
points on a thrilling 16 15 decision.
Morrie Brillhart dropped the curtain raiser on a last period fall,
and Johnny Curtis yielded the
other 5 points to the invaders. Jim
Showkeir dropped his match to
tiruhnm on a 7-4 derision, Cruham
winning on a last minute near fall.
Ivan Miklich was also decisioncd
when the match went into overtime.
Ken Butterfield was the only
Howling Green repeater in this return match, for he pounded out
another close decision on the Toledo end of this season's home and
home agreement.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Falcons To
Meet Oiler
Trackmen
Findlay Will Bring Strong
Squad For Tuesday
Track Clash
The Brown and Orange
thin-clads of Coach Paul Landis dig their rubber soled indoor track shoes into the gyra
oval next Tuesday afternoon
when the Findlay Oilers meet
the Falcons in a dual meet.
This is the Falcon's second encounter of the indoor season.
Last year the Oilers took on the
l.a'idismen in the first meet of the
season but trekked back to the Oil
t'ity with a 78-12 defeat on their
hands.
Bithopt Top Oilert
Last week the Findlay tracksters
lost a 02Hi-45tfc decision to the
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan. The
Oilers were able to take four of the
thirteen firsts.
Findlay will have a veteran
squad available with Hob Cone
performing the two hurdle events
and the high jump in mid-season
form. Lindsay, Black and Orange
football star, will heave the shot
and run the 220 dash for the Oilers.
Henderson will carry the
Findlay colors in the mile event.
Kitzerow and Van Allen will be
trying for places in the 440 while
Hary is slated to run the 40 yd.
and 220 dnsh events. Others to
In Men in action arc Baker, in the
high jump; Jones in the two mile;
and Buger in the pole vault.
Coach 1 ..nulls will be hoping for
his star speedster, Eddie Wellner,
to be ready to go so as to give the
Falcons more strength in the
dashes and the high jump. Other
event starters will be very similar
to those who performed in the Albion contest.
Oberlin will conclude the Falcon's indoor season with a dual
meet on March 25.

A call hat been issued for all
men Interested in becoming track
managers for the coming season.
Positions on both the freshmen
and varsity managerial staffs are
open at present and those wishing
to earn awards as managers should
contact either Jim Zechmnn or
Coach Paul E. Landis.
SPRING CLOTHES NEED
REPAIRING? WE'LL DO IT

GREINER TAILOR
SHOP
142 W. Wooster

Italy'» offers the finest in lunches, snacks
and refreshments.
Delicious
Sandwiches,
Ice
Cream, Candy, anal Soft
Drinks.
Meet your friends here

Isaly's
Dairy Store

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR and
79HP S/U£?AC£S T#C 7NtN&f

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

Bank Of
Wood County

Sports
Calendar

Ricketts Elected To Captain Divotdiggers,
3 Brothers
Beat Delhis, 1941-42 Brood Basketballers Racqueteers
Flashy Forward To Succeed Johnson As Cage
Leader; Coach Land is Announces Eight
Take Title
To Organize
Squad Men To Receive Awards

PRODUCTS

They're delicious
They're tempting
They're satisfying
They're tops
Yes .. we mean our
hamburgers

PAGE 3

Our sanitary kitchens
will always assure
you of
GOOD HOME
COOKING
Balanced meals essential to every student with a large variety to choose from
each day.
Delicious Fountain refreshments . . tasty
Toasted Sandwiches

THE PARROT
"Fountain Of Youth"

(over Krogers)
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CAMELS
MAKE SMOKING
SO MUCH MORE
FUN. THEY'RE
SO FLAVORFULEXTRA COOL AND
EXTRA MILD

LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largestselling brands tested —less than any of
them — according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself

TOCL
BY BURNING 25% SLOWER
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
tested—slower than any of them—Camels also give
you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to
ts

9* W?

IT'S simple logic: You get nothing from a cigarette until
you light it. For the qualities you enjoy are in the smoke
itself. The smoke's the thing.
And those qualities depend considerably upon the way
your cigarette burns.
Camels burn slower—definitely. That's a well-established
scientific finding. That means Camels give you extra mildness, extra coolness, extra flavor.
Now science confirms another important advantage of
slower burning — extra freedom from nicotine in the smote/
And the smoke's the thing I
Your dealer is featuring Camels at an attractive carton
price. For convenience,, for economy—buy by the carton.

S EXTRA SMOKES PER PACKI
a. J Brrnobli Tnbarrorompsny. Wlnitnn-Salem. North Cuollns

CAMEL

THE SLOWER-BURNING
CIGARETTE
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Scouting The
Shops
By MARGE

COMMONERS ENGAGE COLUMBUS BAND Dancers En Route
Will Appear Here
TO PLAY FOR FORMAL SATURDAY AT 9
By MARTHA WALRATH

Hello Ihrrr, you coeds and
follul Has-a you noticed Iho
various signs that announce Iho
change of seasons? Many of
Iho downtown stora windows
are heralding the coming spring
with luscious pastels and prints
that make one's budget fairly
green with envy. I'll just have
to write home p.d.q.—for after
all, a girl does have to keep up
with the season.
Have you a brother or friend
who was drafted by Uncle Sam?
I'll bet you admire his definitely
military uniform—why not
stop in at THE GENKVIEVE
SHOP to see ladies' spring
coats, army-ofticer-styled, in the
traditional gray gabardine with
a nifty belted back.
This
snappy little outfit is niHiinishly
tailored and the latest model Hi
only $1'.'.'.'.'..
Costume Jewelry? You'd
never know it by looking at
these quaint miniature figures,
animals, and flowers cleverly
carved in wood and metals and
painted in delightfully new pastel shades. Another variety is
made of sponge, cork or seashells. These novel accessories
that would indeed compliment
any girl's wardrobe are featured at KLEVER'S for 79c.
Wow, March wind, blow! No
one need have sandpapcry
hands or face since ihe introduction of Lov-ers Hand
Ci-eme. ROGERS BROTHERS
drug store has (he large BOc jar
for 89e, and ii may be used
equally well for ;i powder base
or for brother's after shaving
lotion.
Mademoiselle f e n t u res the
latest Modern Miss, but you can
find the same shoe at U H LMAN'S. The ultra-smart bicycle tie, lacing from top to toe
is just the thing for the campus jitterbug, while others may
prefer Loafers in the spiffy nVw
shade, fringed Patomine. These
lovely-to-look-at
combinations
of beauty and comfort are
priced from $1.95 to $4.00.
With B graph to make and
theme to write, I'll have to tell
you more another time aboul
my current discoveries in the
H. (i. stores. Why not pay a
visit to the shops mentioned to
see their wonderful selection.
See you next week.
ARROW SHIRTS AND TIES
Sleeveless Sweater, V-Neck
$1.98
Tu< Rental $2.00

LEITMANS MEN'S
WEAR
Cleaners end Tnilort

Tonight we lucky students at Bowling Green State University will have the privilege at attending Albert Spaldings
concert. This celebrated violinist will play for students and
townspeople in the University auditorium. The concert will
begin at 8:15, but if you're planning to attend, the advice is
to hurry to the auditorium (Don't forget your ac card.) sooner than 8:10. Mr. Spalding's ap-^—
pearance here is no everyday ocHowdy Corman, the midget
curence, so take heed. If Bt 8:16, melody master from Columbus,
you arrive to find no seats, don't with his 12 piece orchestra will
say we didn't warn you.
pluy at the annual COMMONF.RS
And the spring formal dances Spring; Formal Saturday, accordcontinue.
This week the Com- ing to Dick Jayncs, chairman of
moners' Fraternity are busy com- the orchestra committee.
pleting plans for their annual forA comparatively younjr band,
mal Saturday evening in the lice ii
n. four feet eleven, is a
Hall. The orchestra to play for popular group among fraternities
the occasion will be Howdy Gor- at Ohio State and the Columbus
man's from Columbus, and the re- hotels. His music is sweet, smooth
ports are that he will be "plenty flowing—with a touch of swingall right." You can check up on in the Corman way. This is his
the liner details of the Commoners' first etigagement on the campus.
formal elsewhere on the page.
Chaperonei for the affair will
be Dr. and Mrs. Walter A. Zaugg
The University colors, orange and Mr. and Mrs. Willard K. Singand brown, predominated in the
er, fraternity sponsors.
A host
ilc .orations for the FIVE BROTH- of faculty members have been inKR Tip Off dance held last Friday
vited
as
guests.
from 8:.'!() to 12 in the Women's
(iym with about 250 couples attending. Basketball sweaters hlUlg
The SEVEN SISTER sorority
from the walls and colored streams
led to the orchestra stand. Hack- formal rush dinner was held last
I'I
iilay evening in the' Woman's
ground for Bob Hagedorn and his
Rhythm Riders was a sweater club at 6, Decorations for the
line-up of the starting team po- affair suggested B southern plantation and each rushes was presitions,
Mm in-. Intermission
Dewey sented with an old-fashioned nose
During the dinner
Johnson, Ibis year's captain, and gay corsage,
Phil Kicketts, captain-elect, were songs were sung by Hetty lliblcr
Ruth Baxter
introduced to the dancers. The ami Bloise Dyer.
entire
basketball
squad
were acted B8 toastmistress for the eve
guests of the Five Brother Frater- ning. Arlene Muhlhan was gennity for the evening. Five Broth-Ural chairman of the committee in
era at !.»«' dunce were distinguish- charge of arrangements.
Me by rod badges.
The following; men are now
DELHI pledges: Ralph Klein, John
Johansson, Larry Conrad, Hill
Sums, Prod Thompson) Olln Pis
cher, Leonard Held, Clark Munger
Hay Robbins, John Evanoff, Ralph
Coppeler. Keith Hickman. Don
Hendrlcks, These men held a
Grand Shoe Shining Festival lust
Thursday evening,
Housemother
Berry even l«'t these experts give
her shnrs iimt professional lustre,
oliii Plschcr had to gal all the
brothers ai the house up at 7
o'clock last week.
Reports an
that he is recovering.
The committees for the Delhi
assembly program are all beginning to function and hopes for a
"Four Bailer" are apparent.
.Saturday night the house was
the scene for a party and a hull
session (hat lasted until the early
hours of the morning. Hot dogs
and OOffae were the appetite appeasert and the report is that more
of these parties are going to he
held. Several of the alumni members were hack for the party.

The THREE-KAY Sorority entertained 16 rushesa at its formal dinner in the Woman's Club
last Thursday evening.
Table ileeorat inns ^c n I e r e <l
around a Swiss Peasant theme.
The program consisted of a violin
solo by Leonora Bowdle, a musical
■election by the Sorority Sextette,
and a reading by Hannah Roller.
Sunday at 12:80 the ThreeKays' held their Pounder's Hay
Luncheon.
About '-'II alumnae
were present.

A colorful pinochile tournament
came to an end last week at KOHL
Hall with Newton Bates and Ben
Tinwalde
being
crowned
the
champs of the dormitory. These
boys edged out a victory over the
runner-up team composed of John
Bronson and Bob Neuman.
The bridge play offs are in the
semi finals now with the teams of
Monger and Ward, and Bronson
and Neuman ready to battle it
out for the championship.

5 Brother Formal
Held On Saturday
Approximately seventy couples
enjoyed the nineteenth Five
Brother formal on Saturday evening in Recreation Hall.
Boh
Hagedorn and his Cleveland Rhy
thm Riders furnished the music.
A crepe paper false ceiling in
fraternity colors with a hundred
colored balloons formed the over
head decorations. An illuminated
skull and crossbones formed the
background for the bandstand. Refreshments consisted of punch anil
wafers.
Guests included Dr. and Mrs.
F. J. Prout, Dr. and Mrs. L. B.
Slater, Prof, and Mrs. E. C.
Powell, and Prof, and Mrs. Upton
Palmer.
Harold Mehlow served
as general chairman.

EAT—

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
On All Occasions

PHRATRA sorority held its formal rush dinner Saturday evening
at the Woman's Club.
Dinner
service was at 6 followed by a
program of entertainment.
Miriam Leiendecker, president, acted
as toast mistress. Group singing
was led by Mildred Cooke with
CLOV1A sorority entertained a
Agnes Drummer at the piano. A
reading was given by Mary Cross group of rushees at the home of
and Mrs. Eldcn T. Smith, spon- Ruth Ketzenbarger last Saturday
sor, gave a short talk. Committee
for the dinner was Mary Cross,
chairman, Jane Otis and Neva
Spilker.

THE
LATEST HITS
VICTOR AND
BLUEBIRD
RECORDS
at

The
LION STORE
149 N. Main St.

JESSE J. CURRY

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE

OPTOMETRIST
Use Our Budget Plan

For
THAT NOON LUNCH
Sa.ndwicl.ea, Soup*. Dairy and
Ice Cream Products

Tel. 9141

116 E. Court St.

The CLA-ZEL

Special Student
Lunches

SAT. Open 2:15 MARCH 15
2 FKATURES 2
THE HUMSTKADS in

25c

"BLONDIE GOES
LATIN"

Lowien's
Tea Room

Also
HOPALONO CASSIDV in

IN OLD COLORADO"

Tables reserved for

SUN.-MON
MAR. 18-17
Open 2:16 Sun.
Krrol Flynn. Brands
Marshall in

faculty

"FOOTSTEPS IN THE
DARK"

Commoner's Formal
is Saturday night.

TUE. Open 2:16 MAR. 18
HONOR GUEST NIGHT
LARGE CASH AWARD

(.11 I*—if you want to make
an impression, let us fix your
hair. It is important.

Kobt. Young, Loraine Day in

"TRIAL OF MARY
DUGAN"

Ideal Beauty
Shop

WED.-THUR. -FRI.
March 19-20-21

On The Screen At Last!

"TOBACCO ROAD"

Fast Wooster

The FIVE SISTER Sorority
held its Formal Dinner in the
dining room of its house Wednesday, March o.
Sixty-live covers were laid ami
each rushes was given a gardenia.
The program consisted of a facsimile of Kay Kyser's College of
Musical Knowledge. Gent Kellog
acting as Kyser, was assisted by
her orchestra: Dorothy Mercer,
Bette Sams, Harriet McKnight
and Marie Greenwood, (vocalist).
Sally Hand recently lectured a
Marietta Kershner was genets]
student group at the University of chairman of the nffair.
Minnesota on "The Value of
White Space in Advertising."

They're stifl the biggest!
They're still the best!
They're still delicious!
Make the test!

"Dancers En Route," a trio of
modern dancers will be presented
in a dance recital in the Auditorium March 20 at 8: IB by the physical education department, according; to a statement from Miss Emilie Hartman, dancing instructor.
Student admission is 20 cents.
The group which gets its name
from its barnstorming around the
United States is composed this
year of Elizabeth Waters, Linda
Locks and Sam Steen. Miss Waters
is nationally known through her
work with the Hanya Holm troupe
with which she has made several
transcontinental tours and which
appeared here on the campus last
year.
Linda Locks began her
carreer on the West Coast as a
dancer in the group of Veronica
Pataky. Steen first appeared as
an impressionistic acrobatic and
tap 'dancer in Philadelphia
He
joined the Ted Shawn Men Dancers, appearing with them for several seasons as a soloist doing original dance characterisations.

Pinochle Champions
Named At Kohl Hall

I

A little minute Is long enough
for a big rest when you drink
an Ice-cold bottle of Coca-Colo.
It brings a feeling of complete
refreshment...completely satisfying.

So when you

pause

5<

throughout the day, make it
the pause Ihat refreshes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Corsages And Flowers For Every Occassion.

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

The LYRIC
Adults (all times) 20c
WED.-THUR.
MAR.12-13
.lames Cagncy, Ann
Sheridan in

CITY FOR CONQUEST

Giant
Hamburg

FRI.-SAT.
MAR. MIS
Open 8:11 Sat
Johnny Mack Brown in

Next to Cross Motor Sale-

"BURY ME NOT ON
THE LONE PRAIRIE"
Plus "Kinf Of The Royal
Mounted"

Try our 69c Hose

MILDER, BETTER-TASTING

SUN.-MON.
MAR. 16-17
Open B:16 Sun.
John Wayne. Frances l>ee.
Kdward Kills in

Also Nylons and
Sheer 2-Thread for $1

•A MAN BETRAYED"

I hose clean white Chesterfield packages have
everything a smoker likes and wants. Pull the
red tab — take out a Chesterfield . . . and light it
You'll like the COOL way Chesterfields smoke
...you'll like their BETTER TASTE... and you'll find
them DEFINITELY MILDER-not strong, not flat

TUE..WED.-THUR.
March 18-19-20
Bob Hope, l'aulette tioddard

KESSEL'S

"GHOST BREAKERS"

That's why Chesterfield is coiled the smoker's
cigarette—the cigarette that SATISFIES.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Bowling Green, Ohio

Announces a Free Lecture on

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
by

Violet Kee Seymer, C.S.B.
of Boston, Massachusetts
Member of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church,
The Firsf Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts
in

Senior High School Auditorium
Tuesday Evening, March 18, 1941 at 8 o'clock
The Public is Cordially Invited to Attend
Copyright IMI.I.iLnniUiiMTisiasCs,

